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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document explains the basic operation of the TEST INC. Type 100 voice
RTUfSCADA system. The system is designed and manufactured by TEST INC. Inc.
Gretna La. The basiG hardware and software fe<Hures are covered so tllal the
system can be set up and operated with a minimum of operator training.

1.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Type 100 RTU/SCADA is a microprocessor based annunciator and
control system designed to provide voice annunciation and telephone line or I adio
system interfacing. The unit operates as a first out annunciator, where a new
alarm condition places the system in alarm status. In addition to providing optional
local annunciation, tho unit will use the telephone line or radio chanm,i to seek a
response to Hle new alarm Gondition.
In addition to the callout functions, the unit will accHpt incoming calls :0
l;Illow [ornate operators to examine system status and to control outputs.
ThH standard lypo 100 provides more functions than is normally needed by
a single installation, (lnd the user only need learn about the features relalr)d to his
particular application. However, some awareness of the overall capabi:lties of the
Type 100 may provide additional applications of the unit using ttle existln~J
available commands.

1.2 START UP PROCEDURE
CAUTION: Tile following procedures and testinH are functional. Under no
circumstances arH voltage breakdown tests or insu:ation resistance tests TO be
performed without first consulting the factory. Serious component damage Gould
result due to stray capacitive coupling effects, unless proper procedures are
followed.

CAUTION:
VOLTAGES DANGEROUS TO LIFE ARE PRESENT WHEN 120 VAC POWER IS
APPLIED TO TillS UNa:
"I.

For AC powered units, connect 120VAC to the input terminals marked" AC
INPUT" and turn on the" AC POWER" switch. This will apply power to the
battery charger circuit. DC powered systems should be connp)ct!ld to 12
VDC. Turn on the "DC POWER" switch to apply power from tl18 internal
battery to the circuit board.

2.

After a few seconds, an "AGtivity" LED located Oil the lVpe 100 PCB will
begin to blink. If doos not flash within 5 seconds, press the CPU RESET
pushbutton located on the circuit board.
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3.

Depress tile TEST pushbutton located on the koypad and pushbutton panel.
The Type 100 should speak a specific phrase which has been pre~
programmed at the factory and is different for each unit. All" Annunciator
LEOs" and "Common Alarm LED" should momentarily light.

4.

Now you are ready to connect up the field wiring as shown on the
drawing!s) normally included with youI' system, and begin p!Hforming the
procedures as outlined in the following paragraphs.

5.

A tlllllliDjtiaLcomnlllnt woritlJl!LtingJ When you enter any diJta into the
Type 100 via the keypad, every block of data must first be prefixt)ej with a
" ... and end with a "U". The first block of data that must be entered, is the
"Access Code". Even though this code is ch<Jngeable (see CODE!, it IWI>
been factory preset at "ART" or 2'18. Therefore, when you first start up, tu
begin your program entry procedure, depress any key on the keypad. The
machine will prompt, "Enter Access Code". You will then enter a "<,, then
the numbers "2'18" followed by a "#". The machine will prompt, "Enter
Command". At this time you can enter the next desired command. All of
these commands and more are explained in detail in trw followinn
paragraphs.

1.3 AVAILABLE COMMANDS
The unit accepts a variety of commands from either the telephone line Of the
local keypad. The commands provide for system control, phono rifle control,
annunciator control, and input/output control. The commands arf) expl<1ined below
in detail. All commands are entered using a general purpose command interface
also explained belOW.
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All commands start with a * and end with a It
Only enter the letters shown in CAPS, ignore lower (;as(~.
ANNUNCIA'l"OR CONTROLS
778
RPT

225
737
7655
7828
5278

lICKnowledgo

5478255
5·178
738674
729255

LISTALL
LIST
SETMSG
SAY ALL
SlIYL!!!

729542

RES

POLl,

STATus
1,1'.81'

OUTPUT CON1'ROI,S
65
ON
6]J
688

OFF

78573

PULSE

OUT

INPUT CONTROLS
53276
I,EARN

3547
467
25625
276
276255

FLIP
Ii'll'
fiRM
IIRM ALL

729

RlIW

BLOCK

COMMlTNIC1W[QNS CONTROL
293
BYE:
2255
CALL
347

DrR

3425

DIAL

ao

Report current

til

lanns

Stop first out
R0get pending alarms
List current alarms
Check s lngle point $tat~H)
Say most raCE-tnt Firat Out alm

LIST ALL ALARM POINTS
list only currellt alarms
Set the codes for a message

Say all alarm point messages
Speak library phraseg
Turn an an output
Turn off an output
Check output point status
Pulss a Single output

t1€iJmorize current

~nputs.

Invert current NOjNC STATUS
Check status if any input channel
Stop a single alarm channel.
Enable a single alarm channel
Enable all channels
Rt:,:ad Raw switch input st.atu8

Terminate communications
Set and announce phone numbers
Set current active phone directory
Usa system as a phone
Quick

of the last

comrnand~

UNIT CONFIGURATION

6392633

NEWCOOE

2633

CODE

43

10

8463

TIME

3283

DATE

7764

FROG

72726

PARAM
INTERN

468376

SE1NET
7386387
SETNETS
7382273
SETflllSE
265378278 COLDSTlIRT

Change the acceos code
Say the acc~as cede

Say Station 10 number
set time and date
same as time
Announce Program version
Set parameter value (see list)
Internal data accesses

738638

Set network pa.r.,m.,t"rs

9276

( more than one net at a timfil)
Set base address of on-boar'd points
Same as a first time hardware reset.
Same as pushing reset button.

WARM
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1.4 ALPHABETICAL LISTING
COMMAND
NAME:

AI,PHA
CODE

NUMBER
CODE

DESCRI!,'rION

---.,-~"-

ACKNOWLEDGE
AGAIN
",PH ALARM
i"AA ALl,

ACK
ARM
ARMAU.

BLOCK ALM
BYE
WHO fro CALL
CODE SPEAK
DATE SET

BLOCK

25625

Block oul a single alarm.

BYE:

293

Irerminata tht1 link up.

Cl\!
CO"!,

2255
2633

Set and announce phone numbet:s.

OA'fE

32B3

Set clock time ilnd date

DIR
,'LtP

347
3547
43
'167

Set activB directory entries.
Change NO/NC Contact for 1 point.

5278

speak most recent F'i)::st Out Alarm.
Learn current, cont.act
List all currently active alarms.
List all alarms wtth lJ'lat\u:".

DIRECTORY
FLIP NO/NC
ID ANNOUNCE
INprl'r CHECK

r.o

10

INP

225

Reset. the first out condition.

00
276

Quick way to xepClat~ lasL cornmand.
Arm a sin91e alarm point.

276255

Arm all alzu-:-m channels.

Speak current'- access code.
(DATF~).

Speak location ID.
Check status of any tnput.

LIST ALARMS
~lST ALL
NEW CODE

LAST
LEARN
L.IST
LTSTALL
NEWCODE

OU'fJ?UT STAT
OUTPU'(' OFF
OUTPU1' ON
PAAAME'fER
POLl,

OUT
OFF
ON
FARAH
POLL

PROGRM ID

FROG

7764

RAW INPU1,'
REPORT

RAW

729

Announce Program Vera ion &
Libra.ry Serial Number.
Read raw field switch stalus.

RPT

778

LLst any First Out. alarm.

Rf~Sl:;T

RES

SET RINGS

RIN{,S

737
74647

Set numbs!: of

STATUS
TIME SET

STAT
TIME

8463

LA~/--

~EARN

SWJS

53276
5478
54787255
6392633

Set a new Access Code.
channt~l_

68B

Check 13tatU8 of an output

633

Turn off a specific output

66

'l'urn on a specific output channel.
Set pararnet.er functions.
Poll and apeak aU current alarms.

72726
7655

7828
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1.5 SOFTWARE REVISION HISTORY
The following software revision list details the features addf;d to recent
vBrsions of tl1e program. Use the PROG command to determine tl1e specific
version installed in each Type 100. Contact TEST if your program version is
lacking any features your desire so that a software upgrade Gan be onanged.

2.'15

5~29~89

2.16 61389

Added output channel ofHlook control param number 29.
Added remote printer support. MisG internal improvements.

2.17

6~1989

Fixed bug in PULSE Gormnand on expansion outputs. Added hom
timeout parameter.

2.18

9~18-89

Internal version - never released.

2.19 11-23·89

Fixed bug in ring counter. Added timing parameters tor dial tone and
ringback detection. Added LED debug parameter.

2.20 11-27-89

Added parameters 41 through 44. Enhanced ring back detection and
associated callout procedures. Added output verification routines
Added max callout count. Added output pulse duration parameter.
Improved precision of timing procedures,

2.21

Added parameter 45 Param 45 determines how many 10ms periods
outputs are pulsed when then PULSE comrnand is used, This afieets all
outputs.

12-15·89

2.22 11-03~90

Added parameters 46 and 47. The tape recorder mode <lccessed vvith
the special * 12345# password entry uses these params to deterll1ine
how long to wait before announcing messages and the meSSAge mode
to use. This release also improves the blind callout "hello" messages.
Improvement also made in the "hello" messages dur.n~l rin\Jback
detection on callout.

2.23 02/91

Internal Belease for testing.

2.24 09/01/91

Complete rewrite using AD~2500 Assembler for DOS. Added rnuitlplex
input feature to allow parallel interface to TEST RTU systems and other
automated equipment, Added remote ACK, BES, TEST input p(Jlnts
(pararns 50·52).
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2.0 KEYPAD COMMAND INTERFACE
The Type 100 uses a digitized voice and the DTMF (Touch~lone) 1OIophonH
keypad as the means of operator communication with the unit. Tolephoncs
without builtin Touch"Tone keypads can be used if a separate DTMF generator ;s
t1eld up to tile phone mouthpiece~ This is not as reliable as the built~jn tones, but
will work in most cases.
In addition. most units have a local keypad that duplicates the action 01
someone callillg in on the telephone line. Any function possible from the telephone
is also available at the local keypad.
Communication is started by calling the unit and waiting for it to answer.
Use of the local keypad is started by pressing any key and w(riting for the unit's
response. When the local keypad is in operation, a LED marked "keypad" will be
on.
The unit will always fHquest somH type of information from the OpUI ator and
then wait for a response. The typical pattern is for the unit to start (! command,
and then request one of more numerical entries as tr1e corl1mand is processed,
Wilen the command is completed, thH unit will ask for another command.
Commands that do not require any operator data entry llike ACK) wil cause the
unit to say "OK" to signal that the command has been completed, The session !s
terminated when the operator enters the "BYE" command or jf the operator fails to
enter a command within 60 seconds.
Commands are given names that can be spelled out on the telephone kHYP8d
usinn the letters associated with certain digits on the phone. Alternately, the
operator may choose to remember the number patterns for some comrn(!llds to
spoed command 1m try. In any case, commands are actually made up of strin~ls of
numbers that can be transmitted over tile phone, A telephone keypad is normally
arranged as follows:
-----~---,

ABC

DEF

1

2

3

CHI

JKL

MNO

4

5

6

PRS

TUV

WXY

7

8

9

0

#

*

""~~ _ _ _ _ x

_ _ _ _ ~~ __ ,,_~_~_· _ _ _ •

Tfl(l letters making up a command are entered by hitting the numbers
assigned to the alphabetic characters. For example, the command acknowledl]e is
given the name ACK, and is entered by using the numbers 2.2.~. Command entry is
done by first hitting the" i t " (star) key on the keypad, and then entering the cligits
making up the commancl. All commands and clata entry are started with a * and
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terminated with the "#" (pound) key. The unit only accepts digits between the *
ann II keys. If a mistake is made during a command or data entry, the * key can
be used to restart the entry sequence. This is always true except during telephone
number entrim; as explained later. In general however, the" key can bH lIsed to
rflstart a command or data entry sequence.
Sometimes, the operation of the unit requires a "nUll" entry. This is simply 11
blank response, similar to just hitting the [ENTER] key on a computHr. Tile nnull
entry for tile Type 100 is the 2 key sequence '/I witt! nothing Elise in between.
The unit accepts this as a blank, and the response will dHpend on the Gommand, It
is normally used to tell the unit to report an existing value rather than to enter a
new one.
The commands explained below are divided into function£il groups. The
function of each command is explained and the associated prompts and operator
responses are detailed.

2.1

PASSWORD ENTRY

The system requires that a password be entered prior to any command entry
session, The password can be any sequence of numbers (that may represent
leners If desired) up to a max length of 10. Usually, a nickname for the location is
used so that the digits can be easily remembered by using the letters on ttle
telephone keypad. The default password is "278", which stands for "ART", but
this should be changed for each location.
Passwords are entered just like any other command, You start with the star
• character, and complete with the pound It character. An error in tile entry
requires that you use the • key and start the entire entry over,

2.2 RECORDER (ANSWER MACHINE) MODE
Software version 2.22 and later provides a special access code that places
me unit in recorder mode. The main purpose of this feature is to allow the unit to
place calls to telephone answering machines. By placing the spl"cial code
('12345#) in the outgoing message of the answering machine, the user can queue
tile unit to announce tile current first out alarm as well as any other current alarms.
Placing the tones in the recorded message may require
generator (Radio shack # 43-139), which cost less than $20.
required to signal the unit will be ignored by any human callers
machine, but will cause the Type '100 to begin the recorder mode

a hand held tone
Tile touch tones
to the answering
sequence,

Therefore, some mention of the tones may be required in the olltgoing
message so that a human caller will not think the touch tones are the tone that
signals the smrt of voice recording. Here is a suggested message:

Helfo, this is 8ubba. I can 'f come to the phone right now, so please leave a
message after the steady tone. Please ignore the touch tones, and wait
for the steady tone before speaking .... *12345#.. "beeeeeeeeep!
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Using this message style, the user will know when to start talking and the
Type 100 can hear it's special tone sequence just before it starts talking,
Some recorders take a few seconds to stop talking and start listening to the
caller. To accommodate this, the Type 100 has parameter number 46 that
determines how long after the * 12345# sequence the unit should wait before
talking. During the wait period, the unit says "hello" over and over to kill time,
Some experimenting with the time delay on each recorded will b!! required to
determine how long Ute unit should wait before beginning its announcement.
After the delay, the unit will say the location phrase (stored in the space for
non·existant alarm point 129), and then it will announce the current first alit alarm,
If parameter 47 is 0, the unit will terminate the call right away, If parameter 47 is
non 0, then the Type 100 will perform the equivalent of the POLL command where
It announces all curront alarms, including the current first out one again,
Note that a successful Gonnection in recorder mode dOHs not automaticaily
ACK the system unless parameter 48 is non zero. If equal to 0, then tile system
continues down the call list. If non zero, then the system is ACK'd just as if
someone had pushed the ACK button or had entered a valid access code,

3.0 SYSTEM CONTROL COMMANDS
3.1 PURPOSE
The system control commands are used to set and control the bilsic system
operation, Functions suet1 as access code revision and session termination are
controlled by these commands.

3.2 AGAIN (00)
The AGAIN command is a quick way to repeat the last command entered
into the unit, It can be used to avoid having to enter long sequences of commanci
ciigits when the last command needs to be done again, Simply enter *00# to
repeat the last command.

3.3 BYE (293)
The BYE command is used to terminate the command session" The unit will
announce "terminating communications" and will go back to standby mode,
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3.4 CODE (2633)
CODE is used to announce the current system access code. The unit will
say "current access code is" followed by the digits of the access code. If no
access code is installed, the unit will say "current access code is erl1p1y". The
default start up access code is "ART" (278).

3.5 DATE (3283) or TIME (8463)
DATE allows the operator to set lhe current time and date for the CPU real
time clock (use with the printer option.) When the unit asks for a number, enter
the time and date as 12 digits as follows:
HOUR MIN SEes MON'L'H DA'rE YEAR

For example, entering 142530042386 would mean 14:25:30 on April 23,
1986. This exact format must be used, including the 24 hour military clock, The
printer will print the current time and date after sHtting tllH clock so that the
opHrator may verity corrHct setting, If a null Hntry is madH, tile unit will simply
print the corrent tirne and date.

3.6 ID (43)
10 will cause the unit to announce the system idHntification pillase, or
system 10. This is useful il the USHr has more than one Type 100 installed and is
unsure of whicl1 one is online.

3. 7 NEWCODE (6392633)
NEWCODE is used to set a new access code into tllH system. Tile unit will
announce "enter new access code" and wait for the data entry, If a null data entry
is given (simply • # with nothing in betweml), the unit will simply announce trot"
CUfrHnt access code, The default access code is 278 (ART).
The code can be up to 7 digits long. Entering a code of 9999999 (sevHIl
fllf1es) will disable the access code feature. If the code is disable{!, thH Type 100
will enter the command mode immediately without reqlwsting an aCGHSS code.

3.8 PROG (7764)
This utility command will announce the software program version number
and the serial number of the user's library ROM. This is useful in troubleshooting
to make sure the pmper memory devicHs are installHd in the unit. If a printer is
attached, the SyS!tHl1 will print out sHveral confi~lLJration parameters such as
network addrHss, number of nodes attached, and the number of local alarm points,
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4.0 PHONE LINE CONTROL COMMANDS
4.1 PURPOSE
These commands are used to adjust and announce functions in the unit
related to the phone line. Features like setting the phone numbers to be called and
the various delay periods fall into this group.

4.2 CALL (2255)
The Type 100 stores phone numbers in a list called the "Directory". The
CALL command is used to set and announce the phone numbers stored in the
directory, while the DIR command is used to aclivate certain numbers in tile
current directory. There are 16 positions in the directory, with the last one being
reserved for the remote printer phone number if this option is installed. Not all of
the positions have to be used, as the unit will skip any that are empty even if they
are active in the Directory.
The CALL command is used to change the phone number of a particular
directory position in the list. The position (directory number) must be given in order
to access the correct phone number. The unit will ask "Enter directory number"
and await a number from 1 through 16. The unit will then ask "Enter new phone
number" and await the new number. If a null data line is entered (. # alone), the
unit will simply announce the current phone number for that directory position.
Entering phone numbers is slightly different from other data entry
procedures. After the entry is started with the • key, the unit accepts all digits
entered until the # key is entered. The' key (after the initial" to start the Hntry)
is used to indicate that a pause in the phone dialing sequHnce is needed. ThH digit
entered after the • key will be the numbHr of seconds the unit will wait before
procHeding with the phone call. A delay of 4 seconds would be entered as * 4
within the phone number itself. A delay of 0 seconds is a special code to tell the
unit to wait for another dial tone before proceeding.
Entering a phone number consisting of at least 7 consecutive nines will
cause that phone directory position to become inactive. When the unit announces
the phone number, it will either say the digits in the number or will say that the
number is delHted. Any pauses in the number will be announced as "Off 0" or
"Off" tollowed by the number of seconds to wait.
For examplH, the following sequHnce would be followed to change the phone
number for position 2:
1. Enter * 2255# to start the CALL command.
2.

The unit will say "Enter Phone Directory Number".

3.

Enter' 2# to select position 2.

4.

ThH unit will say "Enter New Phone Number".
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Enter *5551234# to set the phone number to 555-1234.
or

Enter *9*05551234# to make the unit dial 9 (to get an outside line), then wait
for another dial tone. After getting the dial tone, continue to dial 555-1234.

or

Enter *9*41'35551234 to make the unit dial 9, wait 4 seconds, dial 1 (for
long distance) and wait 3 seconds, then dial 555-1234.

or

Enter '# alone to have the unit announce the current contents of phone
number position 2.

or

Enter *9999999# to disable phone number position 2.

Note: that the CALL command only changes or deletes numbers from the
directory. The numbers that will be used during an alarm condition is controlled by
the DIR command below.

4.3 DIR (347)
The Type 100 hclS a directory of 16 numbers that control which phone
numbers used during an alarm. The DIR command is used to give the Type 100 a
list of directory positions to use during the callout sequence. The command is
started by entering DIR (3471 and waiting for the unit to ask "Enter Directory
Number". If a null response is entered, the unit will announce the current active
directory positions. If at least one entry is made, then the old list of active
directory positions is deleted and a new one is started. l1JjLf1QtJ2Q_~siQl'Lto.j'lnat2lJ;2
oL.dis.9.t2I!:ulrulle.illLectolYJLQsltiQf1s. The complete list must be entered with each
use of the DIR comrnand.
For example, suppose that the Type 100 is set up with 10 valid phone
numbers in the directory (positions 1 through 10). The command sequence to
enable directory positions 2,6,9,and lOis as follows:
*DIR#
(unit prompts)
*2#
*6#
(unit prompts)
*9#
(unit prompts)
'10#
(unit prompts)
,,#

Start the DIR command
-Disable all previous entries and enable position 2 .
. Add position 6 to the list.
" Add position 9 to the list.
- Add position 10 to the list.
- A null entry completes command and
announce sequence,

starts the

(unit says "CUfiRENT DIRECTORY 15 ... 2 .... 6 ... 9 ... 10")
Note that the CALL command and the DIR command have separate but
related functions. The CALL command is used to change or delete the contents of
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a directory position. The DIR command is used to enable a list of directory
positions to be used during a callout sequence. It is possible to use DIR to enable a
position that do(~s not have a valid phone number. If this is the case, the Type 100
will simply skip that position even though the position was in the directory list.
Only valid loon deleted) phone numbers are used during a callout.

4.4 DIAL (3425)
Using the command will place the Type '100 into a callout condition and
allow the use of the local keypad to generate touch tone codes. This command is
normally used to test the condition of the phone line by letting the unit operate as
a simple phone.
Once started, the unit will remain in the phone mode until a timlH)ut occurs
or the operator enters the star * key 5 times in sequence,

5,0 ANNUNCIATOR CONTROL COMMANDS
5.1 PURPOSE
These commands control the annunciator functions of the system such as
setting normally open or closed contact positions and announcing current alarms.

5.2 ACK (225)
The ACK (for acknowledge) command is used to reset the first out condition
of the annunciator. When ever a new alarm comes in. the system will be in first
Ollt alarm condition llntil either acknowledged with this command or by a local
operator with the external pushbutton. After completing the command. the unit
simply says "OK".

5.3 ARM (276)
The unit has the ability to individually block alarm points so that an alarm
that is causing repeated phone calls can be blocked. The ARM command IS used
to restore alarm status to a point that is currently blocked (see BLOCK command
below). The system will ask "Enter alarm number" and await entry of thEl alarm
point to be armed. The response will be "OK" if completed or "COMMAND
CANCELED" if an input error is made.
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5.4 ARMALL (276255)
This command arms ail of the alarm paints so that none of them are blocked
(see black command). This basically enables all of the installed paints as active
alarm positions. The unit will respond with "OK" when complete.

5 BLOCK (25625)
The unit has the ability to block out certain alarm points that may be caLJsin(J
repeated alarms. The block command will ask "Enter alarm number" and wi'l
accept tile alarm channel to be blocked. A null or incorrect entry will result in
"COMMAND CANCEl.ED" while a valid entry will result in "OK".

5.6 FLIP (3547)
The Type 100 can accept either normally open {close on alarm) Of normally
closed {open on alarm) field switches on any alarm point. The FLIP command is
then used to invert the setting for specific alarm points. The unit will ask "Enter
alarm number" and await data entry. If a valid entry is made the unit will respond
"OK". If an error is rnade, the unit will respond "Command canceled".

5.7 LAST (5278)
The unit always remembers tile last alufm that caused a first out alarm
condition, even if the alarm has been acknowledged to clear the condition. The
LAST command will cause the system to announcfI the aiarm that caused tile most
recent (or current) first out alarm condition.
This is useful if the ACK command has been used to clear the first out
condition, but the operator failed to check which alarm had caused the Gondition.

5.8 LEARN (53276)
The unit has the ability to examine the current position of all of the alarm
inputs and make these the no-alarm pOsition. This eliminates the need to
individually set normally open Of closed status for every input. If tile switches can
all oe placed in the no alarm state, the LEARN command will allow very qUIck
setup. If most of the inputs can be placed in the no-alarm state, the LEARN
command can be used followed by one or more F:LlP commands to set the
remaining alafm points.
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5.9

LIST (5478)

LIST will cause the system to scan down the alarm tablo <'H1d print out any
alarms that are currently active. If no alarms are active, the unit prints "no curront
alarms". This is a printing version of the POLL command.

5.10 LISTALL (5478255)
LlSTALL will cause the printing of ALL alarm points and their CUI ront status.
In place of tho normal time and date, the unit prints IN ALARM or CLEAR
depending on the point status. This command can be aborted at any time by
pressin~l any key while the printing is in progress.

5.11 POLL (7655)
The unit can poll all of the alarm channels and announce any that are in
alarm. rho POLL command starts the unit scanning down the alarm table am! will
announce all active aiarms. Active alarms are those that have field switches in Hie
alclnn state and helVe not been blocked with the BLOCK command. A momentary
contact closure that caused a first out condition, which has brm ACK'd and then
went away, will not be detected by the POLL command.
The POLl. command can take considerable time to compleH) in a large
systom with many active alarms The listing of the alarms can be terminated by
entering any number on trle keypad. It this happens, the unit responds With
"COMMAND CANCELED".

5.12 RESET -RES- (737)
The Type 100 software provides tor a annunciator RESET capability 011 1111
alarm points. When RESET is being used, alarm points are kept active until both
ttHl field contact has cleared and a subsequent RESET command is executed (or the
Reset button is pressed). This allows for the capture of momentary contact
operation that would be lost if that particular contact was not the first ouL Tho
unit treats the rnamentary closure as a valid alarm until a RESET is performed.
Note that the RESET command is shortened to RES (737) for ease of use.
A RESET cannot be done while the unit is in FIRST OUT alarm mode, so a
RESET normally follows an ACK command. An attempt to use the riESET
command during a first out condition will cause the unit to announco "COMMAND
CANCELED" rather than the usual "OK".
The RESET feature can be disabled by installing a jumper in place of the
normally Open RESET push button. This jumper will cause all alarms (except the
first out) to clear as soon as the field contact clears. Only currently active field
contacts will be treated as alarms. and no RESET command or button presses is
needed. However, momentary alarms occurring during a first out condition will not
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be storl:ld by the unit.

5.13

REPORT -RPT- (778)

The RPT (short for REPORT) command is used to announce the first out
alarm, if there is ono. The command will causo the unit to say the first out alarm
phrase or to announce "Thero are no new alarms". This command is useful if the
operator is calling in to check on the unit or has been on line for a long time and
wants to see if any new alarms have come in Wllile the unit was in command
mode.

5. 14 STAT (7828)
The STAT (short for statusl command allows reporting on specific alarm
t:rlClnnels, Tile unit will ask for the alarm number and will wait for data entry. The
unit will then announce the alarm phrase and either "OFF" or "ON", deponding on
the state of the alarm. The alarm condition takes into flccounr the normally
openiclosed selection of the alarm as well as the block feature. If the alarm switch
is in the alarm state and the point is not blocked, then it is "ON". Otherwise, the
alarm is off. Note that this does not refer to the field contact position, but the
alarm condition. To check the field contact status, see the RAW and INP
commands.

6.0

INPUT/OUTPUT POINT CONTROL

6.1

PURPOSE

These commands are used to examine and set specific input and output
points on the system. Input points are all switches connected to the unit (including
annunciator inputs), while outputs are any designated output channels not
associated with ltle annunciator logic. These are normally relays connected to the
system to provide remote control via the Type 100. In systems with no local
annunciator lamps, the relays normally used to drive the lamps can be used as
>wneral purpose outputs.
The various input commands aI/ow examination of raw system level inputs,
field contact inputs, and logical alarm states. These use related, but (jifferent
concepts and are provided for diagnostic reasons. Most users will only require the
STATUS command wtlich reports on actual alarm status.

***

IMPORTANT"""

The eight (8) on~board output relays are at locations 241 ~248 in the Type 100
address space. Therefore, the output labeled "Number 1· on the circuit board and
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on the drawings is systom point number 2.41. Output 2 is point 242, etc.

6.2 OUTPUT VERIFICATION
A setup pnrameter (number 42) is included in program versions 2.20 and
later that determinos if tho Type 100 will roquim output point verification before
doing any output related commands. If the parameter is non 0, then the output
channCiI will bCi requostCid twice beforCi any output functions are dono. This will
provide additional security whon operating outputs on marginal p!iunCi linos. When
active, tho program will ask for tho output channel, then ask again. bCifore
continuing with the ON, OFF, or PULSE commands. The command will only
function if both entries match.

6.3 INP (467)
ThCi IN? (short for INPUT) command allows the status of any system level
input to be examined. The unit will ask "Enter input number" and wait for tlie
input point to be provided by the operator, If the inputs is active, the unit will
respond with "ON". If the switch is inactive, the unit will respond with "OFF", If
an error is made, the unit will say "Command canceled", Tile inputs cnrresponcl to
the list provided in section 6.9 below.

6.4

OUT (688)

The OUT (short for OUTPUT) command is used to check on the stntus ot
any output channel (to see if it has been turned off or on), The unit will ask "Enter
output cllannel number" and await data entry, If the output is currently active, the
unit will say "ON". If the output is inactive, the unit will say "OFF".

6.5

OFF (633)

The OFF command is used to turn off specific output channels. The unit
ask "Enter output channel" and await data entry. If a valid entry is made,
output will be made inactive and the unit will say "OK". If an error is made,
unit will say "command canceled". Keep in rnind ttlat the on~board relays
positioned at address 241 ~248 in the system output table,

6.6

will
the
the
are

ON (66)

The ON command is used to turn on specific output channels. The unit will
ask "enter output channel" and await data entry. If a valid entry is made, the
output will be made actiVf) and the unit will say "OK". If an effor is made, the unit
will say "command canceled", Keep in mind that the on~board relays are
pOSitioned at address 241 "248 in the system output table,
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6.7 PULSE (78573)
The unit can pulse any output (off or on) for one cycle by using the PU
command. A cycle consists of the number of 10 millisecond periods contilined In
pararneter #45. The system keeps track of the current status of all outputs, so
using the pulse command (rather than a combination of OFF and ON commands)
celieves the operator from knowing the current state of an output, If the output is
on, the unit will pulse it off for one cycle. If the output is off, the unit will pu:se it
on for one cycle,
The unit will ask "enter channel number" and await data entry. If an invalid
or null entry is made, the unit will announce "Command canceled". If a valid entry
is made, the unit will pulse th,) selected output and then announce "OK",
Param 45 is calibrated in 10ms periods (1/100th of a second), so entering
100 in this position will cause a one second pulse to be provided by this command,
A 10 second pulse will require an entry of 1000, while a 45 second pulse requires
an entry of 4500.
Keep in mind that the on-board relays are pOSitioned at address 241-248 in
the system output table.

6,8

RAW (729)

The RAW command allows access to the input point image as mad directly
from the field switches (or over the multiplex inputs). This image consists of ott-or)
status information for the actual field switch regardless of its NO/NC or bLocked
slatus. This command is useful in diagnostic operations so that the operation of
the "front end" of the point scanner can be cxarnined. Operation is very similar to
the INP command described above.

6.9 INPUT/OUTPUT CHANNEL MAP
All input and output points uSHd internally by the Type 100 have channel
addresses just like alarm inputs and control outputs, These cllarmei numbers arc
listed here for special applications that need to examine or control tflese points,

INPUT CHAN
1~128

129
228
229
230
231

~-----------

FUNCTION --------------------

Normal Alarm Inputs
Special Location Phrase (not actual input).
Acknowledge Input
Alarm Reset Input
Test Button Input
CallOut Disable Input,
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OU'!'PUT CHAN

------------ FUNC'!':CON

225

[,oca 1 Keypad Enabl e LED

229

Alarm Reset Needed LED
Horn output Relay
Push to 'l'alk Relay

241-248

Control Relay outputs 1.-8 on the main board.

226

228

7.0 PARAMETER SETTINGS
The Type 100 RTU has a number of "parameters" that control various
aspects of the operation. These parameters are stored in a table, and are ail
f1\Jed with a single command (PARAM). The value storee! in each pararTleter can
a Boolean (True/False) entry, a binary pattern, or a Ilumeric value. Regardless of
me use, all parameters are entered with the PARAM command as decimal values.
Boolel;1l1 values are always 0 or non O. The actual non 0 value does not
matter. If it is 0, it is false. If non 0, then it is true. Normally, the value of '1
should be used to indicate a TRUE setting, although any non 0 value will work.
Binary variables are used to hold values where individual bits in the value
have a meaning. Entry of these values requires conversion from binary to decimal,
and vice versa when examining values. For example, the value 12 is equivalent to
the binary pattern 1100. In a binary parameter, the value of 12 is meaningless to
the Type 100, but the value if each individual 1 or 0 is important. Normally, each
bit is used to represent a specific setting or other True/False setting that together
form a single value.
Numeric entries are just that .... numbers used by the system. Numerics are
things like delay times. ring counts, or ttle unit 10 number.
Each parameter is accessed with the PABAM (72726) command. The user
then enters !l1e parameter number, and then the new value. If a null (* #) is
entered for the new value, the unit will just announce the previous value.
In the table below, each parameter will be explained and identified as a
True/False, Binary, or Numeric entry.

CONTROL PARAMETERS
Each parameter is set or read with the PARAM command. They are listed
here in numerical order, separated by general function.

7. 1 CALLOUT CONTROLS
3

CALL OUT DELAY NUMERIC Sets the number of seconds the unit will wait
between call out attempts, Default is 60 seconds, The time between each
phone number in the call list is determined by param 43.
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4

CALL OUT WAIT NUJy'!~BLC Sets number of seconds belore the first call
out attempt is rrmde. This allows for local ACK before calling out. Default
value is 10 Sees.

12

CALLOUT TIME OUT NUME51!:;; Sets Hill number of seconds the unit will
wait for someone to answer the call out attempt. Default is 45 seconds.

13

FIRST RINGBACK WAIT PERIOD l'LUJl!lJ;I1JC Sets the number of seconds
the unit will wait to hear a ringback tone when calling out. If heard within
this time period, the unit will wait for ring backs to stop before assuming
someone has answered. If not heard, the unit does a blind callout where it
keepS saying "hello" and waits for someone 10 type a key. Default is now 6
seconds plus the initial 2 second built in delay.

14

PULSE· TONE DIAL SELECTION IRJ)J;LFA.LcSt;: If set to 0, pulse dialing will
occur. If < > 0, DTMF "TouchTone" dialing will occur.

18

DIAL TONE MASK #1 BINAJiy' Sets a 4 bit pattern that the unit will accept
lor a valid dial tone. Each bit corresponds to a specific frequency detected
by the call progress detector. The bits are:

BIT

FREQ VALUE
350 Hz
1
400 Hz
2
1
2
440 Hz
4
3
480 Hz.
8
Normally, a dial tone consists of 350 and 440, so bits 0 and 2 are ~ 1 to
give a value of 5 \0101 binary), whiCh is the default, Other tone
combinations are pOSSible, however depending on the tclco system,

o

19

DIAL TONE MASK #2 .6LNAfiY. Same as tI 18, but provides an alternate
dial tone detection, possible from an outside line. Default is 400Hz and
480Hz which is 1010 ~ 10 decimal.

23

TOUCH TONE TIMING ADJUSTMENTS BINARY Lsb is the number of 10ms
periods the tone is off. Msb is the number of 10ms periods tone is on.
Default is 70ms on and 70ms off, or (7 • 256) + 7 '" 1799.

34

OFF HOOK TIMEOUT tllLIYLE;.RIC The program will monitor the overall off·
Ilook time during all communications sessions, This acts as an overall tlnle
out with a default of 10 minutes.

36

RING BACK BIT PATTERN #1 BI NA8.Y This is very similar to the dial tone
mask in parameter numbers 18 and 19, except it represents tho pattern for a
ring back signal during dialouts. Default is 12 (440 and 480 Hz)

37

RING BACK BIT PATTE.RN #2 .BINARY Alternate pattern to #36 above.
Either pattern will cause the unit to detect a ring back. Default is al~o 12
(480 + 440Hz).

38

INITIAL RING BACK DELAY NUMf.!1lC;;; Number of seconds that prog'cllT1
should wait after dialing to let any connect tones pass before atternptJl1g to
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detect a ring back. Tl1is is useful in systems that have call prowess tones
similar to ringback that occur as the call is being placed.

40

DIAL TONE OUALIFICATION PERIOD NJJMJRIC Dial tones must be
continuOlJ!;ly present for tl1is number of 1 0 milll~seGond periods before
considered valid. Default is 150 (150' 10ms) = 1.5 seconds.

41

RING BACK TONE OUAUFICAnON PERIOD NUME;J3JC. Audible ringing
(ringbacks) must be continuously present for this number of 10 rf1llli~second
periods before considered valid. Default is 50 (50 * 10ms)
1/2 second.

43

SECONDS BETWEEN EACH PHONE NUMBER N~JM~~B1C. While processing
the call list, the system will wait this number of second between each
number on the list. The default is 0 seconds, so numbers will be processed
quickly. The time between call cycles on the entire list is controller by
parameter 3.

44

MAX NUMBER OF CALLOUT CYCLES
NUMJ:.IHC To avoid endless
callouts, the system can bo set up to have a maximum number 01 callout.
cycles determined by this parameter. If 0, the unit will call10rever. Any nOll
ze,o number up to 255 can be specified.

7.2 CALL-IN CONTROLS
5

NUMBER OF RINGS HJ,L1';lLERE Sets number of rings to wait befom the unit
will answer a call. Default is 2.

21

CALL IN ENABLE IBJJf'lf.AkSf
If < > 0, the unit will accept call ins. Set
to 0 will tell the unit to ignore the ring indicator on in,coming cal:s. The
default it <: > 0, so unit will answer phone.

7.3 PA AND RADIO CONTROLS
1

PA ANNOUNCEMENT
TRVE;!FALS!;, If < > 0, tile unit will announce eacll
new alarm using the PTT output to key the PA system or radio. If"~ 0, no
local announcement is made. Default is < > 0

2

PA WAIT TIMEN!J.fVI~I;B1C_ Controls number of seconds between loca! PA
or radio system announcements. Default is 60 seconds.

22

PA ANNOUNCEMENT DELAY NUMf.BIC Specifies the number of seconds
to wait before making the first PA announcement. If 0, announcement is
made right away. Default is 0 seconds.
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7.4 ANNUNCIATOR CONTROLS
7

AUTO ACK ENABLE IBJ"J~LE8LS~ If set < >0, the unit will automcltic Iy
ACK any first out almms as soon as a valid password is entered. If set to 0,
the operator must use the ACK command the hard way.

9

ANNUNCIATOR SCANS f:jJ)MERIC Sets number of consecutive field
contact scans that the unit must see to consider a field contact in alarm.
This is used to filter out noise and nuisance contacts. The default value is 2.
Each scan is 20 ms long.

10

RESET CALLOU"f REOUEST TRU.lliAbS.!; If < > 0, the unit will callout
whenever an alarm contact returns to normal. If 0, tile unit will callout only
on new <llarms. Default is < >0.

11

LOCAL LAMP ENABLE JliJ,LELE81.§..E If < > 0, the unit will use the local
LED s like alarm point indicators. If·" 0, the LEDS can be used for other
purposes. The default is < >0. This is NOT THE SAME as trw FOL.LOW
paramHter below.

15

FIELD SWITCH POLARITY TRI,)E{FfI,1SE If = 0, the unit assumes normally
open contacts that close on alarm. If < > 0, the opposite is true. Default is
o for contacts that close on alarm. This only affects the initial allmn states
which can be overridden by the FLIP command.

16

RELAY FOLLOW SETTINGS 6tNARY This is a tough one. It represents em
8 bit pattern that controls which on-board relays will follow their
corresponding alarm point lamp. A 1 in each position C<lUses the relay to
follow the lamp. A
will let the relay be used for other things.

°

For example, a setting of 3 (binary 00000011) will cause the first 2 relays to
follow the alarm point indicators, including flashing as needed. A settin~J 01
255 (binary 11111111) will cause them all to follow, while a setting of 0
will cause none of the relays to follow. Good luck with your binary
conversions (available for 50 cents apiflce from ART Z.L
17

NUMBER OF LOCAL BOARDS f':!UM!;;'BL~ Tflils the unit how many 8 bit
point groups are locally connected to the Type 100. Default is 1 for the built
in 8 input points.

20

DEFAULT MESSAGE STYLE BINAJlY Controls the default rnessane style.
Bit 0 '"" 1 causes the unit to say "Channel" before each rnessagfl, Bit 1 '""1
causes the unit to say "NUMBER" before the point nurnber. The default is 3,
so the unit will say "CHANNEL NUMBER" beforfl each alarrn point number
during announcements.

33

HORN TIMEOUT NUMERIC If < > 0, this will determine the number of
minutes the horn will blow on each new alarm. Default is 15 rninutfls.

50

REMOTE ACK CHANNEL NUMERIC If < >0, then this point in the input
table will bEl used as an ACK signal. Same action as the normal ACK push
button.
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5'\

REMOTE RES CHANNEL N1LMERIC. If < >0, then this point in the input
table will be used as an RES signal. Same action as the normal RES push
button.

52

REMOTE TEST CHANNEL NUMEJ\lC, If < > 0, then this point in the input
table will be used as an TEST signal. Same action as the normal TEST push
button.

7.5
8

COMMAND ENTRY SETUPS
COMMAND TIMEOUT DELAY J~Uf\JIERIC Sets number of seconds Lhe unit
will wait blltwelln key entries before timing (Jut and terminating
communications. Default is 60 seconds.

7.6 MISCELLANEOUS SETUPS
39

LED DEBUG CONTROL
NJJJVlERl£ The 8 LED's norrnaly used for alarm
sla tus can be used as a debug aid by setting this param non O. The possiblH
values are as follows:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Show
Led
Led
Led
Led
Show
I.ed
Led
Led
Led
Show
Shmll

raw call progress tones in lower 4 bits.
1 - 350 HZ
2 = 400 Hz
3 = 440 Hz
(By the way, middle A on piano)
4 = 480 Hz
processed 1i.ne status in lower 4 bits:
1 = Ring Indicator
2 = 'rouch 'rone Detected
3 = Ring Back Detected
4
Dial 'I'one Detected
incoming rings as they are counted down in binary.
ASCII value of keypresses or touch··tonos

42

OUTPUT VERIFICATION IBUELE81SE
If non 0, 1I1en the program will
request output channels twice before processing output related commands.
Command will proceed only if both inputs match.

45

OUTPUT PULSE LENGTH
~UM~ The PULSE command is used to
toggle an output for a number of 10ms periods specified by this parameter.
If 0 is specified. the default of 100 periods (1 second) is wwd. This
parameter affects all outputs used by the PULSE command.

46

SECS TO WAIT BEFORE RECORDER ANNOUNCEMENTS
NUMEl:3lh When
tr1e system responds to the special 12345 access code, it entel S nlcorder
(answer machine) mode and waits this number of seconds before making its
announcement.
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47

TYPE OF RESPONSE IN RECORDER MODE
NUJ:,,1J;BH;;c Recorder mode
causes the system to announce its location phrase. then the current first out
alarm. If this param is 0, the system hanfJs up right away. It non 0, then
the system will perform a POLL command prior to disconnecting.

48

RECORDER MODE AUTO ACK AFTEH ANNOUNCEMENT TRUE/FALSE
After IHlrforming an answering machine announcement, tt;;-syst-em will
perform an alarm ACK if this param is non O. If 0, the system will continue
down the call list.

49

°

POINT SCAN PROTOCOL NUMIiliJC
Normal Point Scan
1
Multiplexed Point Scan
2
Multiplexed Paint Scan using Reverse Logic
See Section 10 for more information on the scan protocols.

7.7 SERIAL PRINTER SETUPS
24

SERIAL PORT 0 BAUD RAIT
9600 baud. Default is 1200.

NUf\,i'!J;RJC Set to 300, 1200, 2400,4800, or

25

SERIAL PORT 1 BAUD RATE

fNM.E.Rlc.: Same as above.

26

DEFAULT PRINTER PORTr:,[UJ',I1J;;BLC Sel to 0 or 1 to indicate pr;nHH pore
Default is 1 .

27

PRINTER DELAY TICKS
J'LlLMJ'_FUc.: To handle SlOW primers, the unit will
delay this many 10ms periods between each character sent to th(7 printer.
Default is 3.

29

OFF-HOOK OUTPUT RElAY CONTROL l'JUME;:J31.c This parameter speCifies
the output relay to be actuated with ever the phone line or radio CllanD!)1 is
being <lccessed. Any output relay can b(7 specified. A value of 0 will Gause
this function to be disabled.

30

PRINTER DELAY
I':·tUMf;BLC. Number of seGonds to wait for a remote
printer connection in modem based systems. Default is 60 seconds.

31

MAXIMUM SECONDS PRINTER STAYS ON-LINE
NUM~t;RIc.: Dunng remot(7
printer seSSions, the program will monitor tile time conn(7cted to tl1(7 remote
printer and disconnect if this time is exceeded. Default is 180 seconds.

32

MINUTES BETWEEN PRINTER CALLOUTS
l'JJJMEf1tC The time IJetween
printer callout attempts. Default is 2 minutes.

35

PRINTER LIST CONTROL
NUMER~c:. This controls the format of point
listings during remote printer sessions. A value of 0 will cause only the
pending alarm messages to be printed. If non 0, a listing will be produced
after the pending messages. A value of 1 will cause ail points to bEl listed
(similar to LlSTALL command). A value of 2 will cause only current alarms
to be listed (similar to almlist command).
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7.8 NETWORK CONFIGURA110N
6

SERIAL NUMBER
NUMI;B.u:;. Sets an ID numbHr that the unit will use to
identify itself during remote operations. Default is 1.

28

NETWORK CALLQUT ENABLE IB.UfLFAb.s~ If set < > 0, the unit will
attempt to reach other Type 100 when calling out by using touch lone
command sequence. If 0, the unit will not try network links on callout. The
unit is always ready to rHceive network inputs. Default is O.

7.9 TYPE 100 PARAMETERS - NUMERIC LlSl1NG
1
2

3

PA Announcement,
PA w;;u.t time
Callout delay

4

Call out wait

5
6

Number of Rings
Serial Number
Auto ACK E:nable
Command Timeout delay

7

8
9
10
11

12
1.3
14
15
16
17
18

Annunciator Scans
Reget Callout Request

Local Lamp Enable
Callout Time Out
First Ringback Wait Period
Pulsa - Tone/Dial selection
Field Switch polarity
Relay follow settings
Number of local boards
Dial Tone ma.k II

19

Dial Tone mask #2

20
21
22
23

28

ll"fault mas.age "tyle
Call in enable
PA Announcement delay
Touch Tone Timing Adjustments
Serial. port 0 baud rate
Serial port 1 baud rate
Default printe" port
Print"" Delay ticks
Network Callout ~nable

29

Off-hook Ou.tput Relay Control

30
31
32

Printer D",lay
t-taximum seconds Printer stays on-li-ne
Minub.iHl Between Pri.nter Callouts
Horn Timeout

24
25

26
27

33
34
35

36
3"
38
39
40
41
42

43

Off Hook Timeout
Printer List Control
Ring Back Sit Pattern '1
Ring Back Bit Pattern 12
Initial Ring Back Delay
LEn Debug Control
Dial Tane qualification period
Ring Back tone qualification period

output Verification OFF/ON
Seconds Between Each Phone Number callout
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44
45

MAX Number of Callout Cycies
Output Pulee Length

46

SEes to Wait Before Recorder Announcements

47

Type of Response in Recorder Mode

48

Recorder. Mode Auto Ack AftA:;r AnnouncernanL

49

PoInt SCNn Protocol

SO
51
52

RQmote ACK Channel
Rwmote RES Channel
Remote TES1' Channel

8.0 Type 100 MESSAGE FORMATS
Tho Typo 100 has a fixed number of available alarm point message strings.
These strings can be empty icausing a default "channel Number" type message) or
thn string can contain a list of library phrase numbers. At cold start time, the til'st
128 are nulled out with a 255 decimal as the first and only code for each point.
Each alarm point can have 10 codes, the last q:l)(\iilicIUIlUJ;lJ:HLl;L2!55 to fTiar k the
end of the message. Therefore, 9 phrases can be stomd for each alllrm point.
The message for point 129 is actually the unit location phrase. It defaults to
messages 10, 254, 255 so that the unit will say "TEST INC. Type 100 Number"
followed by trw vaiue stored in the unit ID parameter. YOLI can re'prograrn this
point to be a location phrase or whatever you want, based on Hie avai alJle
message phrases installed in the Voice Library in the unit,

8. 1 LIBRARY PHRASES
The Type 100 has a set of required phrases that are stored in the library
ROM set. The first 44 are required to operate the unit, and additional message
phrases are added after th!l f!lquired ones. Each phrase has an ID number assigned
by the order it was loaded in the rom set, and a printout of the lilJrary contents is
provided with each Type 100. If the printout is not available, the SAYALL
command can be used to have the unit recite the phrases, one after another,
beginning at a specified phrase number.
There are other phrase codes that are built into the system that (He helpful in
programing message strings, These are various length pauses that aro Hxplained
bHlow,
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Entry
0
I

2
3
4
5
6
'/

OESCIUP'UON
Zi<RO
ON"
'l'WO
THREE:
FOUR

Entry OE:SCRIPTION
23
FIRST OUT
ALARM
24

FIVE
S1X

28

8

SEVEN
EWflT

9

NINg

10

25
26
27

SIGNON

11

READY

12

OK
ENTER

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

NUMBER
~~RROR

[lIRr;CTORY
HELLO
GOODBYE
CHANNF.L
ON
OJl'F
ACCESS com;

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

36
37
36
39
40
41
42

43
44
255

CURR1c~NT

IS
COMMUNICTIONf:
CALLOU'f
F;MASLED

DISABI,rw
COMMAND
OLD
NEW
PARAME'fER
CANCj"LU,O
EMPTY
VA!,UE
PHONE
OU'fPUT
INPUT
PROGRAM
LIBRARY
FAILURE
NO
End of M.essaqe Marker

SP';CIJ\!. com: !rUNc'noN
STOP code that indicates end of message.

COllE
255
254

causes the word "number" followed by 'the contents of

253
252

2 second PaUSE)
1. 5 second pause

251

1 second pause

250

.5 second pause

the unit ID parameter to be spoken.

249

.25 second pause

248

.10 second pause

8.2 SETTING UP THE PHRASES
The first step is deciding what phrases are needed.
these ph rases:
Point 1
Point 2
Point 3

"Boiler Room High Temperature"
"Boiler Room High Pressure"
"Boiler room Low Temperature"

fxlitJ::U;l1l1
Phrase
Phrase
Phrase
Phrase
Phrase

For example, consider

library phrases:

46
47
48
49
50

"Boiler Room"
"High"
"Low"
"Temperature"
"Pressure"
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First, we will write down the phrase codes for each point.
Point 1
Point 2

46,47,49,255
46,47,50,255

"Boiler Room", "high", "temperclture", stop
"Boiler Room", "high", "pressure", stop

and so on. Note that each point ends in a 255 to mark the end of the phrase.

8.3 PROGRAMMING THE PHRASES
Once the phrase lists (or strings) are determined, each point must be
programmed with its own message code sequence. As mentioned, eJ11 alarm
messages are nulled out with a 255 at cold start. This will force the unit to say
"channel Number" followed by the point number. This may suffice for many
applications. However, if custom phrases are to be installed, the SETMSG (set
message *738674#) command is used. It will ask for the point to be programrnec,
and then accept up to 10 codes that will be aSSigned to that pOint. The phrases
arB BnterBd one at a time In the usual par"meter entry method. The unit will
accBpt up to 10 codes, and will stop when you enter 255 as "code. If all went
weil, the unit will recite the entire phrase back to you.
fo simply check" phrase. or to cancel the entry in progress, simply enter a
a code. ThB unit will not change the present contents of the point message
string and will recite the original Gontents.

* It

f3S

Back to tt)e example above. We start the Type 100 as usual, then enter
SETMSG (*738674#) to mquest a set message action. The lH1it asks for thB point
number, and we tell it '1 It for point number one. We thBn Bnter as follows:
*46# *47# <49# *255#
This will assign the desired codes to point number 1. All points arB done in
the same manner. The unit stlould retain the programmed phrase strings as long as
power is maintained on the ram. This is done with a Dallas Semiconductor "Smart
Socket" installed under the ram chip of the main circuit board. This devit:e
provides the battery backup necessary to maintain tile Type 100 configuration
information when main power is removed.

HELPFUL COMMANDS
Several commands that are helpful in checking the messages. They are:
SAYALL (729255) Say all of the alarm point messages. Hold a
key down to stop the process.
SAYLIB (729542) Say library plnases in order. You wil! be
prompted for the lib phrase number to start with
so you won't have to listen to all phrases. Hold
a key down to cancel while it is running.
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9.0 Type 100 NETWORK SETUP

9. 1 INTRODUCTION
The Type 100 network system will allow one unit to 'talk' to another unit
and exchange information over the telephone line. To implement thislype 100 has
a speGial Gomml.lnd, SETNET (738638). This command operates much like tilEl
PARAM command except that entries range from 0-255 rather than 0-64K as in
PARAM.
Another command, SETNETS (7386387) is similar except tMt the unit will
only prompt fo .. tho first location to be programmed. After the first one, it will ask
"enter new value" automatically for the next parameter until a null entry is made.
This makes it easier to program lots of locations.
The SETNET entry list starts with 3 entries that only appear once. The
entries following the first three are groups of 4 values, one group for each network
l1rllt (or node). In order for an other unit to be ablo to call this unit, an enlry for it,o
remote must appear in this table. Also, entries must be contiguous with no blclrll~
or empty spaces in tho list.
The first three entries are as follows:
PARAM
NUM FUNCTION
1
ID of this unit when calling other units.
2
Number of 8 point alarm groups usod by all of the network inputs
connected to this unit.
3
Number of remote network units that will be connected.
Each remote unit will have a 4 byte entry in the network table tllat looks like
this:

First

Remote Unit Id.

Second

Number of alarm points to bring in from the remote unit.
pOint #1 of the remote unit's list.

Third

Number of points in our alarm list that precede the first alarm point
from this remote.

FourHl

Reply code to other unit wt\en point status is transferred. Vi:llue
0
will send a NOP, while < >0 causes this unit to ACK the other unit.
A NOP will let the calling unit proceed down it's Directory list and call
other units.

stmtin~l

with

The table below indicates the SETNET parameter number for different remote
unit positions. For example. when programming the values for tile third rernOle
unit, we will use the SETNET parameters 12, 13, 14, and 15 which are the First
thru Fourth values for that remote. Note that the first 3 bytes in the table control
how many units and points are in the complete system, while the individual entries
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only control the specs for a single unit.

9.2 SETNET COMMAND PARAMETERS

1-----

Remote
NODE

FIRST
10
4
8
12
16
20

1
2
3
4

5
6

.,

24
28
32

8
9
10
11
12

36
40
44
4S
52
56

13

14

PAAAMF.:TER NUMBER----I
~['HTRD
FOUR'l'H
POINTS OFF'SE'!' REPLY
,.::;
7
6
11
9
10
15
13
14
17
18
19
23
21
22
25
26
27
31
29
30
34
33
35
37
38
39
41
42
43
45
46
47
49
50
51
53
54
55
58
57
59

SECOND

9.3 EXAMPLE
100.

Lets sot up a 3 unit network where 3 units will bo calling to a single Type
Specs are as follow:

UNIT

POIN'rS

----8

10

Rem #1

3

1

Rem #2

2

Rem #3

6

2
3

-----.
Local

100

The alarm map for the main unit will look as follows:

Points

1-8
9 11
12-13

14-19

Local inputs
Remote #1
Remote #2
Remote #3
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The SETNET parameters must be programmed one at a time os follows:

PARAM

VALUE

1

100

2

2
J

3

l"UNC'rION
Local unit ID
Number of 8 Bit groups used by remote inputs
Number of remotes that will connect

0

Remote
Number
Offset
Do not

2
2
11
1

Remote #2 ID
Number of points from Rem #2
Offset into local alarm table (8+3 )
Perform ACK on remote #2 callin

11

3
6
13

12

1

Remote
Number
Offset.
Do ACK

1\
:5

6
7
:5
6

7
8
9

10

1
J
8

#1 ID
of points for rem #1
into local alarm table
ack remote #1

#3
of
in
on

id
points from Rem #3
alarm table (8+3+2)
rem #3 call.i.ns

10.0 POINT SCAN OPTIONS
Normally the Type 100 updates its internal status list based on the off'on
position of switches connected to individual input points. Each switch cOrr!lsponds
to a single point in the table. Software version 2.24 introduced alternate mterface
mothods that can be specified with parameter number 49. A setting of 0 caUSeS
the unit to operate in the traditional manner, where each input corresponds to a
single alarm point.
This section describes the various interface protocols supported by tile Type
100 software. The available protocols are described below, Note trlat only a
single protocol can be active at anyone time,

10.1 MULTIPLEX INPUT SCAN
The multiplexed protocols (param 49 set to 1 or 2) provide a simpler rm3thod
of interfacing other automated equipment that Can provide alarm point information
as a binary coded signal, With this scheme, the normal 8 inputs on the Type 100
main board become a multiplexed input channel. The lower 6 points (1,6) are used
to interface the point number to be manipulated in the Type 100 memory. Input 7
is used as a "clear" signal, and input 8 is used as a "set" signal, When using the
multiplex protocol, the Type 100 looks at all 8 switches inputs as a unit, rather
than one bit at a time, If any inpLJt switches are set, then the unit uses tho lower 6
SWitch positions to determine the channel number (1,63). and sets or clears that
point based on the position of inputs 7 and 8. If neither 7 or 8 is active, then
nothing happens. If both are active, then again nothing happens. Protocol option
1 uses normal positive logic, while option 2 uses negative logic, This is provided
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to accommoda1e either output type from the connected equipment.

For eX(lmpl!;l, if an external system wants to signal the Type 100 that pOint
1'1 has gone into alarm, it would provide a signal pattern as follows:

1------------TyPE 100 INPUTS--------I
8
ON

7

off

654
off off ON

3

off

2
ON

1
ON

Switch positions 4, 3, 2, and 1 form a binary pattern 1011, which is
equivalent to 11 decimal. Switch position 8 indicates that this dl(H1nel is in thf!
abnormal (alarm) position. When reading this 8 bit pattern, the Type 100 will
update the status of point 11 to indicate ttl1lt the point is active, The result is the
same as if a switch on input number 11 of a standard Type 100 had closed. All
other actions of the unit are the same, including alarming and callout activity.
The advantage of the multiplex protocol is that up to 63 points can b{·)
Interfaced without the use of an expansion board, Also, output points on the
controlling unit that an) normally used to connect to tho TypE! 100 ale not required.

IMPORTAN1: The Type 100 must be set up far the Catrect number 0/ 8
input "boards" that would normally have been required for tfle amount of inputs to
be processed, This is necessary to cause the system to scan the internal point
tables for the proper number of channels. For example, if the system is to bf) set
up for 24 rnultiplexE!d inputs, then the board setting must bE! 3 (3 • 8", 24). The
scanning logic will only look at the lowest 8 real inputs. but will map the
multiplexed input points into a table 24 points long.
Protocol option '1 uses the switch inputs in their normal mode, where a
closed switch 10ptO-isolator active) indicates a logical" 1", Protocol option 2
IIwerts the inputs, so that an open switch appears as a logical" 1", BoHl options
are provided to accommodate various system interfaces that lise positive or
negative logic outputs. The TEST Type 1000 and 1200 interface driver described
below uses option 1 (positive logic).

10.2 TEST PC BASED RTU INTERFACE
The folluwing section applies to the TEST Inc. RTU Type 1000 and 1200
systems on/~ and assumes some familiarity with the setup and operation of those
units. The following will cover configuration of the larger RTU so that it call be
illterfaced with the Type 100 using the parallel printer port of HIe RTU connectmj
to the normal switch inputs of the Type 100. Other RTU systems can use 11 similar
interface method subject to the limitations of ttle hardware,
Th~l multiplex protocol can be used to interface the Type 100 with a TEST
Type 1000 or 1200 PC Based RTU system. These units have a built·in (jriver
called "Tl00" that will allow mapping of the RTU channels to multiplexed inputs of
the Type 100. The basic idea is to configure the RTU so that it maps groups of
channels into contiguous blocks in the Type 100 alarm pOint table, For example,
thE! status of RTLJ STATUS INPUT POints 1-8 can be mapped into Type 100
C!1Snne!s 1,8, and RTU STATUS OUTPUT Points 1-8 can be mapped into Type 100
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channels 9-16. The mapping is completely under the user's control based on the
contents of the (Jriver configuration file, which is a simple text file similar to otllor
RTU 110 driver filEls.
The RTU points are specitied in groups of contiguous channels in typical RTU
range style such as Sl :S16 Of a1 :a8, The driver will treat these points as a unit,
and will oxarnine eacil one in sequence. The starting position in tho Type 100
point map must also be s[)ecified so that the driver can properly "map" tht" RTU
points into the 'Iype 100 alarm table, The starting position in the Type 100 list is
all that is neHd(ld. The driver will start therH, and add onH to each sequential fHU
channel being scanned. So, to spocify a group, the driver must be told the RTll
point range and the starting Type 100 input channel. Th,) rest happens
;,utomatically when the driver executes.
For example, suppose we want to scan RTU output points 9 through 14 into
HIe Type 100 input range of 17,22. The mapping will put Output 9 into Input 17,
output 10 into Input 18, and so on as tallows:
RTU CHANNEL

09
010
011

012
0.13

014

TYI'~;

100 MPX INPUT

17
IS
19
20
21
22

TI1e driver will scan each defined block and constantly send out the status of
each fHU channel, one after anotiler, on each pass through the driver. The driver
uses the "abnormal" status of a channel to determine if it should multiplex a "sot"
or a "clear" for each channel. The channel number (relative to the Type 100) is
sent out on port bits O~5 (corresponding to Type 100 switch inputs 1 61. If the
channel is normal, the driver sets bit 6 of the output POft (connected to switch
input 7), If the channel is abnormal, the driver sets bit 7 (connected to switch
input 8). Either bit 6 or 7 is always used to indicatH the status of the Ghannei.
A complete, typical RTU drivor file is as follows:
msg Reading Type 100 configuration file
port 1 $FF ; Parallel port I using negative logic outputs
SCAN 01:08 1 ; RTU start,
Count,
Type 100 start
scan vl:v8 9
The first line is just a message line that will display a line of text on the
RTU's CRT during startup. The next line (port) sets up a driver on parallel printer
port 1. The $FF is a mask that is used to flip each bit before it is output to the
parallel port. This is necessary to provide the "negative logic" necessary to drive
the Type 100 Opto Isolated inputs. Note that the $FF is optional as this is the
default value used if none is provided on this line.
The first SCAN line takes Output channels 1 through 8 and maps them into
the Type 100 RTU beginning at alarm point 1. The next line takes value channels
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1 through 8 and maps them starting at channel 9, so they occupy alarm points 9
tt1rough 16.
The PORT line can specify any of the parallel ports (1 throug~l 4). and the
driver will look up the actual port address from the system's BIOS wble. If a
number lar~jBr than 4 is specified, then the driver will use that as ttlEl actual port
address. This can be Llsod if a spocial interface board is used rather than the
normal parallel printer port. Note that the use of a dollar sign ($) is UHl soHwam's
method of specifying hex notation. The decimal equivalent of SFF is 2b5, and this
could have been used instead of $FF.
The optional logic mask ($FF in the example) must jollow the port number,
and is used in an ExclUSive Or (XOR) operation. When the driver calGulates the 8
bit pattern to output, it does not simply send the pattern out the port. Just prior to
the output operation, the driver will XOR the bit pattern with the specified mask.
Any mask can be used, althou~Jh the most common ones will be $00 and SFE A
value of $00 causes the pattern to be sont as-is, while the value of $FF will calise
each bit to be flipped. All l' s become O' s, and vice versa. Other patterns w'
cause any bit positions with a 1 in the mask to be flipped. The mask is optional,
and defaults to SFF if not specified.
The T100 driver mLlst be installed in the SCAOA software in il manner
similar to tile Metrabus or GeneriC 110 driver. The configuration fi!e for tile overall
system setup must contain a driver task, and a DRIVER command line must be
specified to tell the system the type of drIver and the name of the Tl 00
configuration file. As an example, an RTU named VR220 mi~lht have iines like this
in tho .DJ\r file:
task,Driver,T~lOO

Driver '1'100

Driver,

VR220.100

,2

i Load the Type 100 interface drive:c

This is just a portion of the overall file contents, and the System Desigll
Manual should be consulted for further information on setting up the SCADA
system configumtion files.
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The wirin~l between the RTU and the Type 100 is typically as follows:
I---~

DATA

1-----

TYPE 100 SIDk;------------1
MUIIl'lPLEX
TYPE 100

RTU SIDI':----1
POR'!'

Term strip

BIT
o

DB-25

1
2

3-~-~-------~------

4-~-,----------------~---3

3

5-------~~--~------

4

6----,------------~----- -~-5

2-~-~-"~-~'- --~--------"----~~l
-----~--2

--4

5

7-~-------~ ------~--~---6

6
7

8---------~--~----~"

Gnd

1 8-2 5~------~-------G

9----~

~-7

-------------------8

FUNCTION

Bit 0
Bit. 1
AddreC3s Bit 2
Addres~

Addr(;;~ss

Bit .3

AddresG Bit 4
'\ddres,; Bit 5
"oint Clear Bit,

Point Set_ B
COUllllon Ground

The Type 100 inputs are normally activated by closing a switch from tho
terminal strip to ground_ This completes a circuit through an optoisolator that is
connected to the switch input supply voltage_ Therefore, grounding a switch input
activates that input point- A grounded switch looks like a logical" 1 " to the TYPfJ
100 software. The Type 1200 RTU T1 00 driver must be set up for negative logic
(via the $FF mask) so that a logical n 1" is indicatnd with a ground si(1r\al et tho 0825 output of the printer pon. This ground will appear to the Type 100 software as
a logical "1",
All of the wires do not need to be run if only a few inputs are to be
multiplexed. For example, if only 10 points are needed, thon wires on swilCh
inputs 5 and 6 are not noeded. This is because the inputs for 1-4 can specify input
points 1 through 15. Knep in mind that wires to tbn set and clear inputs must
always be (LAn,
IMPORTANT: The supply voltage for the 1ype 100 inputs must be 5 volts
DC or less!. This is because the paral/()/ part of the computer L~ a TTL device, imd
voltages over 5 will damage the circuit. The standard Type 100 uses the unit
supply voltage as the switch supply, and this may be 12 to 20 VDC. The Type
100 must be wired to use 5 VDC, which can be obtained from tile RTU if
necessary.
When using the Type 100 with multiplex inputs, it may be dosirable to
increase the number of scans required for a point to go into alarm. This will
reduce false inputs caused by glitches on the interface line, especially on units
connected via a PC parallel port. These ports are often manipulated when the PC
"boots" up, and these glitches can appear as alarm signals. Setting the scan Gount
(parameter number 9) to a number in the range of 20-50 will add a slight delay to
the time the unit will respond, but will eliminate many nuisance trips.

10.3 REMOTE ACK, RESET, AND TEST
The normal methods of acknowledging and resetting alarm conditions is to
Lise the local push buttons or use keypad commands. The unit can use normal
IIlput points to do these funGtions as specified in parameters 50, 51, and 52_ If
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these parameters me non 0, then they represent an input channel that, when
active, causes the system to do the equivalent of the push button or command
action.
Parameters 50, 51, and 52 are used to store the remote input point for the
ACK, RESET, and TEST push button functions. For example, if input 4'1 is
specil'ied as the ACK input, then the system will check that input on each ACK
button scan. If ttle point is active, the unit will perform an ACK operation. In
addition, the unit forces the state of the specified input to be inactive, so that it
only has effect on the one pass. If the point is connected to a roal switch, then it
will be activated again on the next point scan, which will cause the ACK to repeat
as long as the remote switch is activated, This would be similar to holding the
ACK push button on the unit.
If the remote ACK point is interfaced usinO the multiplex option, then it will
be set with one code and reset with another (over the multiplexer). If the Type
100 missed the reset code, then the rllmow ACK or RESET might relllHin active
indefinitely. To avoid this possible hangup, the Type 100 always resets the ACK
and RES input points internally after each check. So, even if the multiplexed sigl1al
to clear these points is missed, the unit will havo removed the activo sta te anyway,
The most likely use of these inputs is to provide tna TEST Type 1200 RTU
with the capability of ACKing and RESETing tile Type 100 without having to wire
these push buttons individually. It also allows all sorts of games to be played with
the network interface.

11.0 TYPE 100 CALIBRATION AND COMM SETUP
The Type 100 monitors the phone line for a number of special tones called
"call progress tones" and DTMF (touch) tones. There are several adjustment in
both hardware and software that allow the unit to be adapted to many different
phone systems, including cellular coverage.

11. 1 OUTPUT LEVEL ADJUSTMENTS
Ttle Type 100 circuit board has 3 hardware adjustments thrlt determine the
output volume from the unit to the phone line. These control the touch tOrH~
output volume, the voice volume, and the overall volume. The goal in adjusting is
to provide a signal level that is similar to that of a standard phone.
Set the overall volume pot (R8) to a middle position to start. Place unit in
the DIAL command, and press touch tones. Adjust pot R3 until the tone volume is
similar to that of a touch tone phone connected as an extension phone,
Use the SAYLIB command to have the unit announce all of the library
messages. Then, adjust the voice volume pot (R5) to provide the loudest, clearest
voice. If set too loud, the voice will become distorted.
Further adjust the main volume pot to provide a loud, clear signal Ulat does
not distort either the touch tones or the voice outpuL
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The on~board amplifier volume (R27) should be adjusted last after setting the
overall volume level.

11.2 USING THE LEDs FOR DIAGNOSTICS
Software versions 2.18 and later can use the on board LED display to
monitor various system functions. When in debug mode, the LEOs no longer
operate as alarm indicators. System parameter number 39 controls the debug
function, anei setting it to 0 restores normal operation.
Setting debug to 1 will cause the system to display all aCCHSSHS to tbH cail
progress detector in the first 4 LED positions. Tile value of these LEOs is explained
below. This can be llsed to determine trle exact frequencies used by each phone
system for dial tones and ring back signals.
Debug value 2 uses the LEDs to display general tone (Jetection wiHlin the
program. Each of the first 4 leds has a specific value as follows:
Led
Led
Led
Led

1 Rill~J Indicator
2 Touch Tone detected
3 Qualified ringback tone detected
4 Qualified dialtone detected.

Note that debug 2 is different from debug 1 because 1 shows the actual
frequencies being detected at any instant, while debug 2 shows the program's call
progress state including any time delays needed to qualify call progress tones. For
example, Debug 2 will not show Led 3 until the dial tone has been present for the
number of 10ms periods specified in parameter 40,
Debug 3 provides a down counter of the rings needed for the Type 100 to
answer the phone. When the first ring is detected, the LED display isoaded with
the count (in binary of course). As each ring is detected, the count (and display) is
decremented, The unit will answer when the count reaches O. This is useful to
troubleshoot ring detection problems. Nore that the count is displayed in binary
with the most .significant bit on the left, not on the right as in normal binary
representations.
Debug 4 uses ttle LED's to display touch tone and local keypad keypresses
as they are accessed by the unit. The last accessed code is left in the display.
The code is the ASCII code for the character being processHd. The LEO display
would be as follows:
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CHAR

HEX

1

0

X

1

30h
31h

2

nh

J

33h

4

34h

5

35h
3Gh
'l7h

6

7
8
9
@

Ii

38h
39h
40h
23h

2

3

4

x

x

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

7

a

<- I,ED POSI'l'TON

X

X

X

X

x

x

6
X
X

X

X
X

5
X
X

x

Note that the LED's are positioned left to right. which is opposite from
normal binary number representation, The least significant bit is LED 1 on the I',ft,
not on the right, If this is a problem for you, you might try standing on your heari
while monitoring the LED's as this will put them in the correct righHo,left ord",r,

11.3 CALL PROGRESS DETECTION
Call progress tones used by the Type 100 include the dial tone and the
audible ringing {rinnback), The tones consist of one or more specific frequencies,
'file Type 100 can detect each of these frequencies separately, and uses a "bit
pattern" to match tones for specific functions. These tones are somewhat
standardited by Ma Bell as follows:

Hz.

F'requency

480

440

400

350

Dial tone

o

1

o

1

Ringback

1

1

o

o

Bit Positi.on
Led posi.tion
Value

3
4
8

2
3
4

1
2

o

<- Internally

1
1

<- On display

2

<- Mask Value per bit

This table shows the Bell standard frequencies and how they are represented
in the TYP<l 100, For example, a standard Bell dial tone consists of 440 and 350
Hz, When in debug mode, this will turn on LED's 1 and 3 (numbered left to rinht
on circuit board)' These are internally accessed as bits 0 and 2 of the call pronress
detector device. The decimal values for these bits are 4 and 1,
All this information is needed to set up the parameter that tells the Type 100
what tones to expect for a dial tone, By setting parameter 39 to 1, the unit will
display call progress aGGesses on the LED's. Looking at the LED's while listening
to the call will allow verification of what tones the Type 100 is hearin\j durin\j
various parts of a call. The DIAL command can be used to use the Type 100 as a
phone to place a call. The LED's will flash to indicate the call prO\jleSS tones beinn
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detected.
Many PBX and electronic phones do not use standard dial tone frequencies.
By monitoring the actual callout, the proper bit pattern and its decimal equivalent
value for the dial tone mask can be determined from the table above. After
determining the LED's that are on during a dial tone, add up the values provided to
obtain the decimal value of the dial tone mask. The standard onf' is 350 and 440
Hz, LEOs 1 and 3, value 1 and 4, for a total of 5.
Tho ringback heard during a callout has a similar systenl but uses different
tones. The Bell standard is 440 and 480 Hz, which show on LEOs 3 and 4, These
havo values of 4 and 8, so a standard ring back value is 8 + 4 12.

11.4

CALL PROGRESS TONE DURATIONS

The Bell specification for call progress codes includes both the tones required
and their duration. Unfortunately, the exact timing may vary from system to
system for a variety of reasons. Electronic phones operating within a facility, and
speCial systams such as cellular coverage often provide alternate timino for tile call
progress tones.
The Type 100 has 2 timing settings in parameters 40 and 41 to control the
qualifying times for both dial tones and ringbacks. The value is in 10ms
incrrHnents, so a value of 100 is equivalent to 1 second. When timing trw tonE15,
the program examines the call progress tone to detect any chan~le in the value
during the entire timing period, not jllst at the start and end.
For example, a standard dial tone must be present for at least 1,5 seconds
before becorning valid. Shorter times are used for things like busy, off·hook alarm,
etc, The same is true for the ring back. So, the Type 100 allows t~le qualification
times for these tones to be adjusted to suit each individual system, Tile default
values will work in most cases.
Setting the dial-tone time sllorter ailows for a quicker callouL espeCially on
weak phone systems. However, setting it to low will cause false dial tone
dfHections during random voice and other line noise. The Type 100 disconnects
the phone line wilen it detects a dial-tone at any time other trlan when it wants to
place a call. Therefore, a low setting may produce unintentional disconnects during
otherwise normal operation.
Setting the dial-tone time to long is not as much of a problem. It may
provent dialouts if there is noiso on the line that momentarily clears the dial-tone
detector during the timing period. It also lengthens the time that the unit can
detect a disconnect if the caller hangs up without using the BYE command.
The ringback time is less critical because it is only used during ca:louts to
detoct when the phone has been answered. The worse that can happen here is
lilat the unit will start talking to soon after hearing a false ring back.
Note that it is possible to set the diaHone and ring-back patterns to similar
values. Each one has 2 possible settings to accommodate inside and outside dial
tones. If the phone system uses the same tones for dial·tone and ring back, then
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the timing pararnelcr may become critical in setting the system up to properly
decode the tones. For example, an alternating dial-tone is often used in electronic
systems to indicate busy on an internal line. Every system is different and will
have to be understood before the Type 100 can be propfHly configured.

11.5 CALLOUT TIMING
Because each Type 100 installation has different communications
requirements, thf' unit has a number of timing parametcHs that allow adjustment of
the callout procedure. In order to adjust these parameters, it is important to
understand how the unit proeesses callouts. The important callout parameters hem
are:

PARAM
3
4

12
13
38

43

FUNCTION
Seconds between calling cycles.
Seconds before the first callout attempt.
Seconds for oVfHall callout timeout (each number).
First ringback wait period.
Delay to wait before checking ringbaeks.
Time between each number in the DIR list.

When an alarm occurs, the unit will go into an initial callout wait period
determined by Parameter 4. This will allow a local operator time to ACK the unit
before a callout attempt is made.
After tho initi,)i callout period, the unit will start a callout cycle. A cycle
consists of attempts to reach a phone number from the active number list. This list
is sot up with the CAll and DIR commands. Only valid entries in the list will be
processed.
A callout attempt is made on each number, in turn, until an ACK is reeolved.
The in-between call timing is controlled by Parameter 43. This provides the
number of seconds that the unit will wait in between each phone number on the
list. If Param 43 is zero, then the numbers are processed one after another with no
wait in-between. Another parameter, number 3, controls the time between each
CYCLE, not eacll number.
Wrlen each number is called, tile unit will normally wait up to 10 seconds tor
a valid dial tone before calling out. This is necessary because some phone systems
have significant delays when granting access to an outside line. This requirement
can oe overridden by using a WAIT as part of the phone number (see the CALL
command).
After the number is dialed, the unit will wait a small number of seconds
(Parmn 38) to allow line switching noise to clear. Then, the unit expects to hear
"ringbacks", which is the audible ringing noise the phone makes when placing a
call. The unit will wait for the number of seconds in Param 13 before goin~l into an
alternate callout mode.
Assuming that at least one ring back is heard, the unit will listen for trl(;
ringMck to stop. When it ends, it means that the normal ring back siience period
has occurred, or it means that someone has answered the phone. The unit cannot
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tell whiell has hapflOf1ed without waiting for another ringbac:k. So, during the
silence, it says "Hello" to tell anyone listening that an Type 100 is on Ule line. If
no additional ringbacks aro heard in 6 seconds, the unit assumes that the phone
has been answered and someone is on the line. If a ringback returns, the unit
should shut up and time the next ring back.
If the first ring back was nevI : heard, it means that tho phone line is very
weak (not uncommon in remote locations) or that somoon<l answered beforo the
first ringback occurred. In this case, the unit starts to say "hello" and the location
name to allow anyone answc)ring to enter the access code. This is ca!led a blind
callout, and is not as reliable as the normal ringback detoGtion method but works
well enough if the operators are ready for the calls.

12.0 TYPE 100 NOTES
The followin~.! notes may answer olten asked questions on configuring 8nd
operating tho Type 100.
1.

Alarm point 129 is actually the location phrase that is spoken each time tilt)
unit answers or calls out. The phrase defaults to "TEST 'Type 100 Number"
followed by the unit number set in the network parameter table (dBfault is
11. Program the location phrase just as any other point (SETMSG).

2.

All points can be either Norm open or Norm Closed on a point by point basis.
At cold start, all points are set to NO, close on alarm. Use the FLIP or
LEARN Gommand to change the normal state of any inputs.

3.

The SCAN command will adjust the number of sequential point scans Ihat
the unit will require before considering a point to be in alarm. This is used to
eliminate noise spikes and other momentary closures trom appearing as
actual alarms. This only affects NO (close on alarm) points. POlf1ts that
open on alarrn always alarm immediately. Each scan is 20ms, so using to
many scans may cause the unit to miss momentary contact closures.

4.

The reset push button can be wired closed to eliminate the need for resetting
alarms after they clear. It left open, a RESET eomm,lIld or a push button will
have to be used to clear any alarms after the field contact clears. Normally,
leave this jumped.

5.

The fuse on the board is for field contact power that is brought out to the
terminal strip. This power is monitored separately by the unit and a blown
fuse will cause the unit to call out and indicate a system alarm. The fuse
must be installed even if the field contact voltage is gotten from somewi'lme
else.

6.

The smartsocket battery backup device must be installed under trle RAM in
the first memory socket. If a smartwatch is installed, it goes under the first
voice library SOCket (the third memory socket).
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7,

Printers must be RS~232 serial devices connected to either serial port, The
default is port 1 (CRT portj, 1200 baud, This can be chang(ld with trle
PARAM command if desired,

8,

The use of parameter #29, Off~Hook Relay, will allow special configuration
of the communications line when the unit is off-hook. Applications includE"
activation of amplification or attenuation equipment and miscellaneous ali.lrm
triggering,

9,

Use the sensitivity setting jumpers to adjust HIe unit to varying phone line
conditions, Thesli affect the unit's response to call progress tones (dial
tones, ringbacks, etc) as well as the DTMF Touch Tones, Refer the layout
drawing for ioc8tion and positions for these jumpers.

10.

A serial terrninai (or PC using communications program) can be connec1fld to
the Type 100 using the header at P7. The pinout is designed to connect
directly to an IBM "PC 25 pin serial connector. The type 100 will sense the
presence of the connection and send periods to the terminal at 1200 band.
The use can press [ENTER] to allow an auto~baud procedure to detect a
different baud rate. When the autobaud completes, the user will be left in a
monitor program that allows manipulation of the Type '100 internals, The
Type 100 must be equip~)ed with the RS~232 converter components in order
for this option to be used. After connected, enter a ? to get help on using
the monitor.
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TYPE 100 INDEX
Abnormal, 33, 34
ACK, 8, 7, 8, 10, 14, 15. 16, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 32, 36, 37, 41
Actuated, 25
Address, 5, 11, 1 I, 18, 19, 35, 36
Alarm, 3, 4, 5, (), 9,10, II, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,20,22,23,24,2[>,27,28,
29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,38,40,41,42,43
Amplification, 38, 43
ANNUNCIATOR, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,14,16,17,23,26
Answer, 6, 8, 9. 2.1,22, 24, 38, 42
Applications, 3, 19, 29, 43
ARM. 1, 5, 6, 14
ARMALL, 1, 6, 15
ART, 4,9, 11,23
ASCII, 24, 38
Assembler. 7
Attached, 11
Attenuation, 43
Audible,
39, 41
AUTO, 23, 25, 26, 27
Auto··baud, 43
Await, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19
Backup, 29, 42
Band,43
Base, 5
Battery, 3, 29, 42
BAUD, 25, 26, 43
Beeeea!!"e!!p, 9
Beli, 39, 40
Binary, 20, 21, 23, 24, 32, 33, 38, 39
BIOS, 35
Bit, 20, 21, 23, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, :19, 40
Blank, 9, 30
Blind, 7, 21, 42
Blink, 3
BLOCK, 1, 4. 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17,34
Board, 3, 17,20, 29,32,33,35,37,39,42
BOARDS, 23, 26, 33
Boolean, 20
Bubba, 9
Bug, 7

Built-in, 8, 33
Busy, 40, 41
Button, S, 10, 16, 19, 23, 24, 37, 42
BYE, 1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 40
Byte, 30
CALIBRATION, 2, 37
CALL, I, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 30, 37. 38, 39, 40, 41,
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42, 43

Caller, 9,10, 40
Callin, 32
C"Uout, 3, 7,13,14,20,21,22,23,25,26,2/,28,33,40,41,42

CANCELED, 14, 10, 16, 18, 19
Capacitive, 3
CAUTlON,3
Cellular Phone, 37, 40
Channel, 3, 5, 6, 7, 15, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29,32, 33, 34, 35, 37
Charger, 3
Clear, 15,16,32,34,36,37,41,42
Clock, 6, 11
Closure, 16, 42
CODE, 4, 5, 6, 9,10,11,12,24,27,28,29,30,37,38,42
COLDSTART, 5
COMM,37
COMMAND, 7, 4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14, li5, 16, 17, 18, 19,20,
24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,35,37,39,40,41,42,43
COMMUNICATIONS, 2,!), S, 10,21,24,41,43
Computer, 9, 36
Configuration, 2, 5, 11, 26, 29, 33, 34, 35, 43
Connected,3, 17, 23, 25, 30, 32,33, 34, 36, 37, 43
Connection, 10, 25, 43
Contact. 6, 7,14, 16, 17, 23,42
CONTROL, 1,2,3,4,5,7,10,12,13,14,17,19,20,24,25,26,30,31,34,
37, 40
CPU, 3, 11
CRT, 34, 43
Cycle, 19, 41
Cycles, 22, 27, 41
Dallas, 29
Damage. 3, 36
DANGEROUS, ;,
DAT,35
Data, 4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 17, 18, 19.36
DATE, 1, 5, 6, 11. 16
Debug, 7, 24, 26, 38, 39
Decimal, 20, 21, 27, 33, 35, :39, 40
Decode, 41
DEF,8
Default, 9, 11, 20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,34,40,42,43
Deiay, 10, 12, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 36, 41
Delete, 12, 13, 14
Design, 35
Detector, 21, 38, 39, 40
Diagnostics, 2, 38
DIAL, 1,5,7,12,1:3,14,21,22,24,26, :37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43
Dialtone, 38, 40, 41
Digit. 12
Digitized, 8
lIIR, 1, 5, 6, 12, 13,14, 41
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Directory, f), (3, 12, 13, 14, 28, 30
Disconnoct, 25, 40
Display, :,4, 38, 39
DOS, 7
Drawings, 18
Driver, 33, 34, 35, 36
DTMF, 8,21,37,43
Empty, 11, 12, 27, 28, 30
Enable, 5, 13, 14, 20, 22, 23, 26
ENABLED, J8
Entry, 2, 4, 7, 8, 9,11,12,13,14,15,17,18,19,20,24,28,29,30
Error, 9, 14, 15, 18,28
Example, 2, 8, 11, 12, 13, 20, 23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 3[), 36, :1I, 38, 39, 40,

41
Extension, 37
External, 14, 33
railed, 8, 15, 28
I'eatures, :~, 7, 12
FE, 34, 35, 30
field, 4, 0,15,16,17,19,23,26,42
Filter, 23
First, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,10,14,15,10,17,21,22,23, 2b, 26, 27, 28, 28, 30, 31,
34,36,41,42
FLIP, 1, 5, 6, 15, 23, 34, 42
FOLLOW, 23, 26, 31, 3"
FREO, 21, 38, 39, 40
functions, 3, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, 18, 36, 37,38, 39
Fuse, 42
Glitches, 36

Grid, :i6
GOODBYE,28
Grounding, 36
Groups, 9, 23, 30, 32, 33, 34

Hangup,37
Hardware, 3, 5, 33, 37
Header, 43
Hello, 7, 9, 10, 21, 28, 42
Hex, 35, 39
History, '7
Horn, 7, 20, 23, 26
HOUR, 11
Human, 9
Hz, 21, 24, 39, 40
IBM~PC, 43
10,1,5,6,11,20,26,27,28,30,31. 32
Identification, 11
Image, 19
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Indicator, 22, 24, 38
Indicators, 23, 38
INf', 2, 5, 6,17,18,19
INPUT, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 28, 32, 33,34, 36, 37
Inputs, 5,15,17, 18, 19,24,26,30,31,32,33,34,36,37,42
Installation, 3, 41
Instant, 38
Insulation, 3
INTERFACE, 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, 32, 33, 35, 3(1, 37
Interfaced, 33, 37
INTERN,5
Isolated, 34
Jumpers, 43

Keypad, 4, 8, 9, 14, 16, 20, 36, 38
Keypresses, 24, 38
Keys, 9
Lamps, 17

LAST, 1, 5, S, 10,12,15, ')7,38
LEARN, 1, 3, 5, 6, 15. 42
LEQ 3, 4, 7. 8, 20, 23, 24, 26, 38, 39
Library, 2, 5,6, 11,27,28,29,37,42
Light. 4

LINE, 1, 3,4,8,12,13,14,17,21,24,25,30,34,35,36,37,40,41,42.43
LIST, 1, 5,6,7,10,12,13,14,16,18,20,22,25.26,27,30,
34.41
USTALL. 1. 5, 6, 16, 25
Local, 3, 4, 8, 11, 14, 1 'l, 20, 21, 22, 23,26, 31. 32. 36,38, 41
Logic, 17, 25, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36
Loudest, 37
Lsb. 21
Mapping, 33, 34
MASK, 21, 26, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40
Memorize, 5
Memory, 11, 32, 42
MESSAGE, 2, 5, 7, 9, 10, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34
Messages, 5, 7, 25, 27, 29, 37
Microprocessor, 3
Millisecond, 19, 22
Mode, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 1"7, 24, 25, 27, 33, 38, 39, 41
Modem, 25
MOllitor, 21, 25, 38,43
Monitoring, 39, 40
Monitors, 37
MONni, 11
Mouthpiece, 8
MPX, 34

MI, 7, 19,21,22,23,24,25,38,40,42
Msb, 21
Msg, 34
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Multiplex, 2, 7, 19,32,33,34,36,37
Multiplexed, 25, 32, 33, 36, 37
NAME', 6, 8, 35, 42
NC,5, 6,19
Negative, 32, 33, 34, 36
Neither, 32
Network, 2, 5, 11,26,30,31, 37, 42
NEWCODE, 1, 5, 6, 11
Nickname, 9
NOP, 30
Normal, 16, 19, 23, 24, 25, 32, 33, 34,
36,38,39,40,41,42
NOTES, 2, 42
No-alarm, '15
Nuisance, 23, 36
Null, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20, 30
NUM,30
[;Jumber, 5, 6, 7, B, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 1 16,17,18, \9,70,21. 22, 23, 24,
25,26,27, 2a 29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,41,42
Numeric, 2, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 7.6
OFFSET, 31, 32
Off·hooK, 7, 2!), 26, 40,43
Off-on, 19, 32
OK, 8,14,15,16, lB, 19,28
Old, 13, 28
Online, 11
On-board, b, 17,18, 19, 23, 38
ONliNE, 25, 26
Operator, 3,8,9,11,14,15,17,18,19,23,41
OPTIONS, 2, 32, 33
Opta, 34, 33, 36
Outgoing, 9
OUTPUT, 2, 4, f), 6, 7,17,18,19,20,22,24,25,26,27,28,33,34,35,36,37
Outputs, 3, 7, 11, 18, 19, 20, 24, 33, 34
Own, 29
PA, 2, 22, 26
Panel, 4
Paragraphs, 4
Parallel, 7,33, 34, 35, 36
PARAM, 5, 6, 7,19,20,24,25,30,32,41,43
PARAMETEH, 2, 5, 6, 7,10,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,27,28,29,30,31,
32, 36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 43
Parameters, 2, 5, 7,11,20,26,30,31,32,36,37,40,41
Password, 7, 9, 23
Pattern, 8, 20, 21, 23, 26, 33, 35, 39, 40

Pause, 12,27,28
PBX, 40
PC, 33, 36, 43
PCB,3
Pending, 5, 25
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Period, 10, 21, 22, 26, 40, 41
Periods, 7, 12, 19, 21, 2'), 24, 25, ;38,43
PHONE, 1, 4, 5, 6, 8,9, 12, 13, 14, 18, 20, 22, 25, 26, 28, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41,
42, 43
Phrase, 4, 10, 11, 17, 19, 25, 27, 28, 29, 42
PhrasBs, 2, 5, 27, 28, 29
Piano, 24
Pinout, 43
POINT, 2, 5, 6,10,14,15,16,17,18,19,23,24,25,27,28,29,30,32,33,
34,36,37,42
POINTS, 5, 7, 11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,

42
POLARITY, 23, 26
POLL, 1, 5, 6, 10, 16, 25
POH~ 25, 26, 33, 34, 35, 36,43
POSitive, 32, 33
Pot, 37
Pound,9
POWER, 3, 29, 42
Prefixed, 4
Pressed, 16
Pressure, 28, 29
Printer. 2, 7, 11, 12, 16, 25, 26, 33, 34, 35, 36
['rior, 9, 25, 35
Problem, 38, 39, 40
PROG, 1, 5, 6, 7, 11
Program, 4, 5,6, 7, 11, 18, 21, 24, 25, 28, :lO, 38, 40, 42, 43
Programminrj, 2, 29, 30
Progress, 2, 16,21,22,24,29,37,38,39,40,43
Prompt, 4, 30
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